
Our ASN MTS Series Softeners provide up to 132 gpm continous soft water (one tank allowed o�ine for 
regeneration at all times) 24 hours a day. They are engineered and thoroughly tested to provide years of reliable, 

trouble free performance with a minimum amount of maintenance.

For Applications Such As:

Apartments - Boiler Treatment - Cooling Towers - Motels - Schools - Nursing Homes
Car Wash  - Dairies - Factories - Laundromats - O�ce Buildings - Resorts  
Restaurants - RO Pre-Treatment - Hospitals - Hydroponics - Cannabis 
Green Houses 

Standard Features

     ASN MTS Controller: Fully programmable remote 
     mounted control box.
     Parallel Flow: All tanks online and are interlocked so
     only one can regenerate at a time.
     Alternating Flow: At least one tank is always o�ine  for
     regeneration or ready in stand by.
     Demand Flow: Tanks come online or o�ine according
     to the �ow rate demand so that the system is always
     operating at optimum e�ciency.
     System Interlock: A signal from other equipment can 
     be accepted to lock out and prevent the system 
     from regenerating.
     Advanced Diagnostic Information: Easily trouble shoot
     and access system information displayed in real time.
     Auxiliary Outputs: Up to two programmable outputs / 
     relays can be added.

Lower Capitol Cost & Increased Flexability

ASN MTS Systems can easily be expanded by adding 
another tank or two in order to increase the capacity 
of the system as needed. This results in a lower intial 
investment costs.

High Quality Soft Water Insurance

Our ASN MTS Systems detect �ow rates under 1gpm and 
total �ow during power outages for up to 9 hours. This 
ensures that all water is being treated and is accounted for.

Consistent High Quality Soft Water

ASN MTS Systems are engineered to prevent  “Channelling” 
which does not allow water to pass through the bed during 
low �ow periods. ASN MTS Systems adjust which tanks are 
online or o�ine to ensure optimal e�ciencies for high 
quality soft water. 
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Our ASN 400 - 800 Series RO 
Systems are an affordable 

solution for light commercial 
applications.

Standard Features

     Electronic Controller                                    
     5-micron Sediment Pre-Filter                     
     GAC Pre-Filter                                                  
     Air Purge on Start Up                                     
     Automatic Inlet Shut-O� Valve
     Automatic feed water �ush
     Low Pressure pump
     protection
     Dual purpose wrench

The ASN MTS Filter System can �lter up to 272 gpm. Flow rates of up to 17 gpm per tank
and the ability to control up to 16 �lter systems from a single controller. 

For Applications Such As:

Apartments, Boiler Treatment, Breweries & Distilleries, Cooling Towers, Motels, Schools, Nursing Homes, Car Wash
Dairies, Factories, Laundromats, O�ce Buildings, Resorts, Restaurants, RO Pre-Treatment, Hospitals, Curling Rinks
Hockey Arenas, Green Houses, Hydroponics, Cannabis.

Standard Features

     ASN MTS Controller: Fully programmable remote mounted 
     control box.
     Parallel Flow: All tanks online and are interlocked so only one
     regenerates at a time.
     System Interlock: Signals from other equipment can be accepted
     to lock out and prevent the system from regenterating
     Advanced Diagnostic Information: Easily trouble shoot and 
     access system information displayed in real time.
     Auxiliary Outputs: Up to two programmable outputs / relays
     can be added.
     Battery Back-up System: In the event of a power loss, the system
     can continue to monitor water usage up to 9 hours.
     Optional: Treated water regeneration.
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Our ASN 4040 Series Reverse Osmosis Systems is the 
perfect solution for applications up to 10,000 gallons 

per day and removes up to 98% of total dissolved 
solids in raw feed water.

Standard Features:

     Unit on/o� switch.
     Large capacity 20” BB 5-micron Sediment 
     Pre-Filter
     Liquid �lled pre-�lter, post-�lter and 
     membrane pressure gauges.
     Product, waste and recycle �ow meters
     Stainless steel �ow control valves
     Low pressure pump pretection
     Automatic feed water �suh
     Automatic inlet shut-o� valve with air purge
     on start up
     Electronic controller with indicators 


